
MJ Sideways Baby Sweater
Exclusively Designed for MJ Yarns by Matthew Hesson-McInnis

MJ Yarns: 1-2 Skeins Fingering Weight

Permission is granted to retailers to print one copy for each customer who purchases MJ Yarns. Permission is also granted to sell
items made from this pattern for charitable fund raising. All other reproduction, transmission, distribution, or commercial use
is prohibited without prior, written permission. All rights reserved.

My goal for this pattern was to create an easy to knit
side-to-side baby sweater, with as few seams as possi-
ble because I really hate sewing in sleeves. The knitting
is very straight forward, and any sock weight or lace
weight yarn should work wonderfully. Our machine-
washable MJ sock and fingering weight yarns are ideal
for this pattern.

Notes

Sizes 18” Doll (Newborn, 3 Months, 6
Months, 12 Months, and 18 Months)

Yarn 300 (350, 400, 450, 500, 600) yards of
any MJ fingering-weight yarn

Needles Size US #3 or size needed for gauge –
set of double pointed needles and two
circular needles

Buttons 4 (4, 4, 5, 5, 6) 1/2” – 3/4” buttons – You
may want to make a ribbing swatch
with a button hole worked in to make
sure your buttons are the right size.

Gauge 28 STS & 40 ROWS = 4” in stockinette

Notions 1 Stitch Marker

Required Skills & Abbreviations

Bind Off (BO)
Cast On (CO)
Double-Pointed Needles (DPNs)
Knit (K)
Knit 2 Together Decrease K2tog)
Make 1 Increase (M1)
Purl (P)
Place Marker (PM)
Round(s) (RNDs) Slip Marker (SM)
Slip-Slip-Knit Decrease (SSK)
Stitch(es) (STs)

The M1 (make 1) increase can be replaced with a raised
bar increase (RBI) without any other changes. If your
favorite increase is the KFB (knit into the front and back
of the next stitch), then you will have to omit the next
stitch (because you just knit into the front and back of
it – the M1 and raised bar increase are both worked
between stitches, so they do not “use up” a stitch in the
process as does the KFB. Consult your favorite instruc-
tional guide for detailed instructions on M1, RBI, or
KFB increases.
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When joining the two pieces (left and right), there is a
seam down the middle of the back. Most comprehen-
sive instructional books include detailed instructions,
my favorite being in Vicky Square’s The Knitter’s Com-
panion (on page 82).

The instructions for the left and right sleeves are iden-
tical, as are the instructions for the left and right sides
of the body. The instructions for each side differ once
the front and back pieces are separated. The knitting
is started with the left sleeve, the left side of the body,
the left back, and then the left front. Then, you will
come back to the sleeve instructions to knit the right
sleeve, the right side of the body, the right back (then
working the kitchener seam), and then the right front.
The garment is finished by knitting a collar.

Sleeves (Left & Right)

Cast on 40 STS on double-pointed needles and join into
a round.

Work 11 rounds of K2,P2 ribbing.

Work the following four rounds a total of 0 (10, 11, 12,
12, 12) times. You should have 40, (60, 62, 64, 64, 64)
STS.

RND 12 K1, M1, K to last st, M1, K1

RND 13 Knit all STS without increasing

RND 14 Knit all STS without increasing

RND 15 Knit all STS without increasing

Repeat RND 15 another 28 (0, 0, 0, 12, 24) times.

Underarm Side Panels
(Left & Right)

At this point, 8 STS (the first 4 STS and the last 4 STS)
from the sleeve will be worked back and forth in garter
stitch to create a panel that extends down along the side
of the body (see Figure 1). Stitches will then be picked
up on both sides of the panel, one side generating the
front and the other generating the back. Note that the
instructions stipulate the number of ridges rather than
rows.

The following row is a set-up row and is worked once.

Row 1 K4 STS, turn.

Repeat the following row until there are 35 (30, 32, 36,
43, 50) ridges, ending at the end of a wrong-side row.

Row 2 Sl1, K7; turn

Bind-off all 8 STS, and expand the last loop to pull the

ball of yarn through. Pull the loop closed but not tight,
and do not cut the yarn (See Figure 1).

Figure 1: Underarm Side Panels and Picking Up STS

Body Sides (Left & Right)

We will start by picking up & knitting stitches along
the side of the panel just knit, then knitting the sleeve
stitches, and ending with picking up & knitting stitches
along the other side of the panel. The slipped ST
selvedge results in one edge ST for each ridge, and
you will pick up one stitch in each edge ST, along with
2 extra stitches in the “corners” to prevent a gap from
forming. Figure 2 shows all the STS picked up with the
magic loop option.

We continue the slipped ST selvedge, and the first &
last 8 STS are worked in garter ST for the waist band.

Because of the small diameter of the sleeves, using a
single circular needles creates a problem with the cor-
ner at the top of the sleeve – the needle-points of most
circular needles will be too long to turn the corner. One
option is to use the magic loop technique, with the loop
placed exactly in the center of the sleeve STS. Another
option is to use two circulars, switching from one to
the other at the center-point of the sleeve. There are
numerous resources online to demonstrate these two
techniques.

After working about 20 rows, one may switch to a sin-
gle 16” circular needle, but if you do, be sure to place
a marker in the center where the magic loop (or needle
change) was positioned. If you don’t switch, references
to the marker will refer to the magic loop or needle
change position.
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Figure 2: Body STS Picked-Up With the Magic Loop

Set-Up Rows

Row 1 With right-side facing, pick-up & knit
37, (32, 34, 38, 45, 52) STS along the
edge of the side panel. K16 (26, 27, 28,
28, 28) sleeve STS (half of the sleeve
STS); with a magic loop or second cir-
cular needle, K remaining sleeve STS;
pick-up & knit another 37 (32, 34, 38,
45, 52) STS along the other edge of the
side panel. There should be 106 (116,
122, 132, 146, 160) STS total.

Row 2 (Wrong-side row) Sl1, K7, P to end of
row.

Repeat Rows

Work the following 8 rows a total of 2, (3, 3, 3, 4, 4)
times.

Row 3 Sl1, P7, K to end of row.

Row 4 Sl1, K7, P to end of row.

Row 5 Sl1, P7, K to end of row.

Row 6 Sl1, K7, P to end of row.

Row 7 Sl1, P7, K to last ST before “marker”,
M1, K1, SM, K1, M1, K to end of row.

Row 8 Sl1, K7, P to end of row.

Row 9 Sl1, P7, K to end of row.

Row 10 Sl1, K7, P to end of row.

Work an additional 2 (0, 2, 6, 2, 6) rows as above.

You should have 110 (122, 128, 140, 154, 170) STS.

Left Back

From this point in the pattern, the left and right side
instructions will differ. If you have already worked the
left back and front, skip ahead to the right back and
front. The left side of the back of the sweater is worked

up to the marker, with decreases at that edge to shape
the back of the neck. It is important to leave the marker
in place as a reminder to turn the work. Alternatively,
the STS for the front and back can be placed on separate
needles. The back piece is then worked to the middle
of the back, and the stitches are put on a holder or spare
needle.

Decrease Rows

Repeat the following two rows a total of 3 (3, 3, 4, 4, 5)
times.

Row 1 Sl1, P7, K to the last 3 STS before the
marker, K2tog, K1, turn.

Row 2 Sl1, P to the end of the row.

You should have 52 (58, 61, 66, 73, 80) STS.

Non-Decrease Rows

Work the following two rows a total of 3 (6, 6, 6, 6, 6)
times. Place these stitches on a holder or spare needle.

Row 1 Sl1, P7, K to the marker, turn.

Row 2 Sl1, P to the end of the row.

Cut the yarn to four times the length of the live STS for
the back piece, being careful to spread the STS out on
the needle (32” – 48”, depending on size).

Left Front

For this section of the garment, you will start at the
shoulder (at the marker, which can be removed if you
have not done so already). The neck edge is shaped
with both bound off stitches and decreases. Since the
style is that of a collared jacked rather than a V-neck
cardigan, the neck edge will then be worked even.

Set-Up Rows

Work the following two rows only once.

Row 1 Joining yarn at the shoulder edge,
bind-off 3 (4, 4, 5, 5, 5) STS and K to
end of row.

Row 2 Sl1, K7, P to end of row.

You should have 52 (57, 60, 65, 72, 80) STS.

Decrease Rows

Work the following two rows a total of 4 (5, 4, 5, 4, 4)
times.

Row 3 Sl1, SSK, K to end of row.

Row 4 Sl1, K7, P to end of row.

You should have 48 (52, 56, 60, 68, 76) STS.
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Non-Decrease Rows

Repeat the following two rows a total of 0 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4)
times.

Row 13 Sl1, K to end of row.

Row 14 Sl1, K7, P to end of row.

Ribbing

Repeat the following two rows twice.

Row 1 Sl1, K2, then work (P2, K2) across, end-
ing K1.

Row 2 Sl1, P2, then work (K2, P2) across, end-
ing P1.

For boys, work the button hole role as detailed below
(for girls, the button holes will go on the right side).

Boys Sl1, K2, P2, K1, SSK, M2, K2tog, K1;
work (P2, K2, P2, K1, SSK, M2, K2tog,
K1)across (until fewer than 12 STS re-
main); and work remaining STS in rib-
bing, ending K1 as above.

Girls Work Row 1 above.

Continuing with row 2 (above), work another 4 rows of
ribbing and then bind off all STS.

Right Back

This is the point in the pattern you should be jumping
to when working the right side. The right side of the
sweater is worked only slightly differently by knitting
up the front to the marker before splitting the front from
the back. As with the left side, the decreases are kept
to the knit rows rather than the purl rows, and it is
important once again to leave the marker in place as a
reminder to turn the work. Alternatively, the STS for
the front and back can be placed on separate needles.

Set-up Rows

Work the following two rows once.

Row 1 Sl1, P7, K to the marker, SM, K1, SSK,
K to the end of the row.

Row 2 Sl1, K7, P to the marker, turn.

Decrease Rows

Repeat the following two rows a total of 2 (2, 2, 3, 3, 4)
times.

Row 3 Sl1, SSK, K to the end of the row.

Row 4 Sl1, K7, P to the marker, turn.

You should have 52 (58, 61, 66, 73, 80) STS.

Non-Decrease Rows

Work the following two rows a total of 3 (6, 6, 6, 6, 6)
times.

Row 11 Sl1, K to the end of the row

Row 12 Sl1, K7, P to the marker, turn.

Do not cut the tail yarn just yet. You should kitchener
the two back pieces together at this point in time, using
the tail of yarn from the left side. If this tail gets to
be only 6”, don’t panic because you can turn the work
around, cut the working yarn (gauging accurately how
much yarn you will need based on how much it took
to get to that point and then being generous), and then
work the kitchener seam from the other end, meeting
in the middle where you ran out. If you didn’t run out
of tail-yarn, cut the working yarn with a 6” tail at this
point in time.

Right Front

For this section of the garment, you will start at the
shoulder (at the marker, which can be removed if you
have not done so already). Keep in mind that the first
row of the front was worked when working the first
row of the back, which is why this section starts with
row #2.

Set-Up Rows

Work the following row only once.

Row 2 Joining yarn at the shoulder edge,
bind-off 3 (4, 4, 5, 5, 5) STS and P to
the end of the row.

You should have 52 (57, 60, 65, 72, 80) STS.

Decrease Rows

Work the following two rows a total of 4 (5, 4, 5, 4, 4)
times.

Row 3 Sl1, P7, K to the last 3 STS, K2tog, K1.

Row 4 Sl1, P to the end of the row.

You should have 48 (52, 56, 60, 68, 76) STS.

Non-Decrease Rows

Work the following two rows a total of 0 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4)
times.

Row 13 Sl1, P7, K to end of row.

Row 14 Sl1, P to the end of the row.
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Ribbing

Repeat the following two rows twice.

Row 1 Sl1, K2, then work (P2, K2) across, end
K1.

Row 2 Sl1, P2, then work (K2, P2) across, end
P1.

For girls, work the button hole row as detailed below
(for boys, the button holes should have gone on the left
side).

Girls Sl1, K2, P2, K1, SSK, M2, K2tog, K1;
work (P2, K2, P2, K1, SSK, M2, K2tog,
K1)across until fewer than 12 STS re-
main; and work remaining STS in rib-
bing, ending K1 as above.

Boys Work Row 1 above.

Continuing with row 2 (above), work another 4 rows of
ribbing, then bind off.

Collar

Stitches for the collar are picked up & knit along the
neck edge without picking up stitches from the ribbing
edges. Figure 3 shows the stitches picked up for the
collar. You will need to pick-up 3 STS over 4 rows;
with the slipped-stitch selvedges, there are only two
selvedge STS in those 4 rows, so you will need to pick
up 3 STS in each pair of slevedge STS. Don’t worry if
you get exactly the correct number of stitches when you
pick-up; if you are close, you can either work a few de-
creases (k2tog) or increase (knit in the front-and-back
of the same st) to adjust to the correct number.

Figure 3: Working the Collar

Picking Up Stitches

Row 1 With the right side facing, pick-up &
knit 48 (64, 64, 72, 72, 80) STS, begin-
ning at the transition point from rib-
bing to stockinette on the right front
and ending at the transition point from
stockinette to ribbing on the left front
(see Figure 3).

Repeat the following row 7 times, making 4 garter
ridges.

Row 2 Sl1, K to end of row.

Repeat the following row 10 (12, 14, 16, 18, 20) times,
making 9 (10, 11, 12, 13, 14) garter ridges total. (Note
that the M1 may be omitted for a straight rather than
flared collar).

Row 1 Sl1, K1, M1, K to end of row.

Bind off all STS.

Finishing

Weave in all the ends on the wrong side and sew on the
buttons of your choice.
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